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Why is H₂ important in the solar 
atmosphere?

Partial pressure calculation from RH code 
using Phoenix (2500-4000 K) and Kurucz 
(4000-7000 K) model atmospheres

• May be highly 
abundant especially in 
sunspots

• Change in the equation 
of state within sunspots 
(Jaeggli, Lin, & 
Uitenbroek 2011)

• Non-thermal energy 
storage

• Increased heat 
capacity

• Intensification of 
umbral magnetic 
field
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H₂ florescence
• Transitions of the H₂ Lyman (1300-1600 Å) and 

Werner (1000-1200 Å) bands excited by nearby 
strong lines:

• Ly α (1216 Å)

• C II (1335 Å), C IV (1551 Å)

• O IV (1401 Å), O V (1371 Å), O VI (1032 Å)

• Si IV (1394 Å)

• First identifications made with HRTS, Jordan et al. 
(1977,1978), Bartoe et al. (1979)

• present in a variety of features

• umbra, light bridge, flare



Why should H₂ be bright(er) 
above sunspots?

• Chromospheric structure above and 
around sunspots

• Activity produces high intensity in 
exciting lines 

• Opacity is lower above sunspots

• More H₂ in cool sunspot atmosphere



Observations with SUMER
• Schuhle (1999)

• Kuhn (2006)--inferred the existence of 
an diffusion-driven neutral wind

• Innes (2008)--excitation of H₂ 1119.1 Å 
by micro-flares

• excited by O VI, see Morgan & 
Habbal (2005)
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ABSTRACT

Context. Concentrations of H2 have been detected by SUMER in active region plage. The H2 is excited by O VI line emission at
1031.94 Å which, although not observed, must be brightening along with the observed transition region line, Si ''' 1113.24 Å.
Aims. We investigate the excitation of H2 and demonstrate the association between the observed H2 emission and footpoints of X-ray
microflares.
Methods. We have made co-ordinated observations of active region plage with the spectrometer SUMER/SoHO in lines of H2

1119.10 Å and Si ''' 1113.24 Å and with XRT/Hinode X-ray and SOT/Hinode Ca II filters.
Results. In six hours of observation, six of the seven H2 events seen occurred near a footpoint of a brightening X-ray loop. The
seventh is associated with an unusually strong Si ''' plasma outflow.
Conclusions. Microflare energy dissipation heats the chromosphere, reducing its opacity, so that O VI microflare emission is able to
reach the lower layers of the chromosphere and excite the H2.
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1. Introduction
Solar H2 emission is strong in ultraviolet spectra of sunspots and
has also been seen in flares (Bartoe et al. 1979). In the quiet Sun
it is present but extremely weak (Sandlin et al. 1986). Here we
report the first observations of H2 concentrations in bright active
region plage. The observed H2 line at 1119.10 Å is the 1–3 tran-
sition in the Werner series, excited by O VI 1032 Å (Bartoe et al.
1979; Schühle et al. 1999):

H2(v"" = 1,X1!+g ) + h!(O VI) #$ H2(v" = 1,C1"u) #$
#$ H2(v"" = 3,X1!+g ).

The 1119.10 Å line is about 60 % as bright as the strongest
1–4 Werner line at 1164 Å. The H2 is believed to be formed just
above the temperature minimum at around 4200 K. Its strength
is expected to correlate with the O VI intensity, as well as with
the chromosphere structure in and above the H2 region (Jordan
et al. 1978).

In this letter, three types of H2 plage events are discussed.
The strongest coincided with ribbon-like Ca II chromospheric
brightening at a footpoint of an X-ray microflare. The second
occurred near the footpoint of a brightening X-ray loop with no
signature in Ca II, and the third had neither X-ray emission nor
a Ca II signature but very strong transition region outflow. All
three events highlighted here occurred in three hours on one of
the observing days. During the second day of observation, three
H2 events were detected in three hours, and all were associated
with X-ray loop brightening with no Ca II signature.

2. Observations
Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007) and SUMER (Wilhelm et al. 1995)
observed a small active region (AR 10953) on 29 and 30 Apr.
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Fig. 1. SUMER spectrum of the region across and around the sunspot,
taken on 29 Apr. 2007 at 02:25 UT.

2007. The region had produced several B and one C class flare
four days earlier. All events during the observing period dis-
cussed here were below B class. On each day, SUMER made six
rasters across the plage and sunspot. Each raster took 30 min.
The lines observed were H2 1119.10 Å (4.2 % 103 K), C ' mul-
tiplet at 1114.39 Å and 1118.41 Å (104 K), Si ''' 1113.24 Å
(6 % 104 K), and Ca X 2x557 Å (7 % 105 K), where the approx-
imate formation temperatures of the lines are given in brackets.
The spectrum across the sunspot is shown in Fig. 1. The sunspot
is seen predominantly in the H2 line.

Hinode made simultaneous observations with the X-Ray
Telescope (XRT; Golub et al. 2007) through both the Ti-poly
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Fig. 2. The six raster scans taken in H2 and Si !!!, and the equivalent X-ray time-slice rasters. The X-ray rasters are constructed by stacking, for each
SUMER observation, the cospatial XRT slices from the XRT Ti-poly images closest in time. The di!erence images are computed by subtracting
the preceding XRT Ti-poly image. The plage H2 brightenings (labelled I, II, III) are circled in the H2, Si !!!, and top X-ray di!erence raster. The
H2 contours are at 8 ! 10"3 photons s"1 m"2 sr"1, and Si !!! contours are at 1.2 photons s"1 m"2 sr"1. All images have a linear intensity scale. The
sun-x and sun-y co-ordinates are as in Fig. 3.

and Al-thick filters with 1.5 min cadence. Observations through
both the Ca II and G-band filters were made with the Broadband
Filter Imager of the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT; Tsuneta
et al. 2007) with a 1 min cadence. The Extreme ultraviolet
Imaging Spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al. 2007) observed Fe XV

284.25 Å (2 ! 106 K), using the wide 266## slit and 15 s ca-
dence. To obtain the coalignment between the X-ray images and
SUMER, the EIS images were very useful because they bridged
the gap between SOT Ca II and XRT. In particular, during the
strongest microflare event, EIS captured both the X-ray loop
seen with XRT and the ribbon-like footpoint structure seen in the
SOT Ca II images. This provided the SOT, XRT, and EIS coalign-
ment. The SUMER-SOT coalignment was made by comparing
SOT G-band and SUMER H2 images. Additional checks were
done by comparing SUMER Si !!! and EIS Fe XV. The coalign-
ment between SUMER and XRT is believed to be better than 5##,
with greater accuracy in the north-south (sun-y) direction.

The six rasters taken on 30 Apr. 2007 are shown as a time
series in Fig. 2. Here, the sunspot is the bright H2 region on the
right of each raster. The linear intensity scale used to display the
images accentuates the few plage brightenings, both in the H2
and the Si !!! images. The three brightest H2 concentrations are
circled and labelled I, II, III. Each H2 concentration coincides
with intense Si !!!, but the inverse is not true. Not all Si !!! bright-
enings are associated with H2. The relationship between the H2
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Fig. 3. SUMER raster images of H2 (top row) and, below, the XRT
Ti-poly di!erence images at the time of the H2 brightenings.
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IRIS FUV short
Wavelength, Branch (J), v', v'', Exciting Species, Source, Comments
1333.48" R0" 0" 4" Si IV" " Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra
1333.80" R1" 0" 4" Si IV, Si IV" Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra, blended with S I?
1337.47" R3" 0" 4" ..." "        Bartoe79" in light bridge
1338.57" P2" 0" 4" Si IV" " Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra, not O IV
1340.79" R4" 0" 4" O IV" " Bartoe79" in light bridge, flare, and sunspot spectra
1342.26" P3" 0" 4" Si IV, Si IV" Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra, blended with Ni II
1342.88" P7" 1" 4" O IV" " Jordan78" weak
1345.05" R0" 2" 5" ..."              Bartoe79" in flare
1345.09" R5" 0" 4" O IV" " Bartoe79" in light bridge, flare, and sunspot spectra
1346.91" P4" 0" 4" OIV""        Bartoe79" in light bridge
1352.51" P5" 0" 4" OIV""        Bartoe79" in light bridge, flare, and sunspot spectra
1356.49" R7" 0" 4" ..." "        Bartoe79" in light bridge
1358.01" P4" 2" 5" ..." "        Bartoe79" in flare

IRIS FUV long
Wavelength, Branch (J), v', v'', Exciting Species, Source, Comments
1393.47" P10"0" 4" C II""        Jordan78" blended
1395.20" R2" 0" 5" C II, O IV" Bartoe79" in flare
1396.22" P1" 0" 5" ..." "        Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra, blended w/ Fe II
1397.42" R3" 0" 5" ..." "        Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra, blended w/ Fe II?
1398.96" P2" 0" 5" Si IV" " Bartoe79" in flare and sunspot spectra
1403.98" P11"0" 4" O V""        Bartoe79" in light bridge, flare, and sunspot spectra

Observed lines



NOAA 11861

slit-jaw Si IV FUV2 Si IV

• 30 sec exposure, 400 step, dense raster, no AEC

• Oct 11, 2013, 23:55 - 03:29

• Flares: C3.0 at 23:59, C1.5 at 00:46, C5.2 at 01:54













Closing remarks and future plans

• H₂ emission is dominated by the excitation source

• O VI in sunspots

• C II and Si IV in flares

• Detailed modeling

• How much is there? Where is it? What 
temperature is it?

• Is there a cool, ubiquitous, non-magnetic 
chromosphere (Carlsson & Stein, 1995)?

• Further observations with IRIS

• Go deeper?  More summing on CCD!



H₂ in other stars

• What is H₂ like in:

• cooler stars?

• younger stars?

• With: 

• more frequent 
activity

• stronger magnetic 
fields

• brighter 
chromospheres young Sun, EK Dra, T. Ayres


